Most of the Across and Down clues have been randomly ordered. In addition, eight entries have been broken into pieces; those pieces (whose enumerations are withheld) must be reassembled before being entered into the grid. When the puzzle is solved, the letters in the numbered squares will spell out what institution this grid represents.

ACROSS
• Staffer edges away from damsel (4)
• Medium-sized calamity brought about Persian's complaint (4)
• Playwright initially increased writing (5)
• Laugh at long rings and bright rings (5)
• Live behind Ohio airport that's extremely busy (5)
• Mostly evaluate beasts of burden (5)
• Wide British thoroughfare (5)
• I feel the same way, satisfied with hugs (2, 3)
• Brazilian gentleman invested in chosen horses (6)
• French lummiex takes taste of peach milkshake (6)
• Prepared a dish or buns and the like (7)
• Al's gone crazy for an early TV star (7)
• Run into person who selects doughnut (7)
• Fail because exam is using the least amount of time (7)
• Most of the time, French name comes around debut of rookie member of the league (8)
• Street and canyon surrounding English dragon slayer (2, 6)

DOWN
• Jay and Leo flipped over book of the Bible (4)
• Appear to be threatening weaver’s machine (4)
• Skimpy-looking item isn’t complete (4)
• Ham’s place is next to egg, opposite vegetable (4)
• President beginning to shun newspaper coverage (5)
• Conservative makeover is something to believe in (5)
• Everyone is taking to coral island (5)
• Annoying insects bite upcoming chief of security (5)
• Bash a museum featuring famous whale (5)
• Study energy on beta star (5)
• Evoking classic style, Teddy Roosevelt rides in an early automobile (5)
• Something that turns north and south (5)
• More than one saw commercials taking a long time (6)
• Lethargic Democrat quarrels with one of you (6)
• Strongly criticize that woman confining pet (6)
• Spies flatware pointing the wrong way (6)
• Expert’s accepting of preliminary typeset pages (6)
• Talk pompously about origin of really young plant (6)
• Wanderer’s endpoints deeply impress sad person (6)
• Pre-2002 coin prepared in shade of green (6)
• Eurasian nation airs U.S. sports (6)
• Saves snail wandering around gym (4, 2)
• More unrefined Romeo starts with rough caress (7)
• Returning Senate Majority Leader, before insult, is comparatively euphoric (7)
• Certain penalties involving the Spanish lions and tigers (7)
• Lie low, converting large energy source (3, 4)

PIECES
• Author Morrison finally went on interstate
• Barely defeats revolution’s comeback
• Being under a bridge, do some fishing
• Casually draws dog’s head an awful lot
• Company easily maintains votes of support
• Documentarian Burns ultimately left English county
• Endlessly analyze course numbers
• Knight enveloped by more sadistic laugh
• Nearly establish leader of outlying city in Utah
• Pass in front of paintings and split
• Provide gear to a European capital
• Ruin church song with a catchy beat
• Smart Arab chief given a hearing
• Start to prepare an excellent piece of glass
• Take the bus around Greece’s foremost chain of hills
• They conclude denser novel
• Unique bank transaction is discussed